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10,000 Russos are a formidable force within modern psychedelia; their industrial 
psych/post-punk has been charming fuzz-heads across the globe with its stomping, 
shamanic mantras and otherworldly krautrock slant. Following their debut album and 
recent split with The Oscillation, the Portuguese trio have released their huge second 
LP ‘Distress Distress’ on April 7 2017 via Fuzz Club Records.  

This record was heavily promoted with two huge european tours (one of 50 gigs, other 
of 60) during the years of 2017 and 2018. Alongside sold out club gigs in 14 different 
european countries they have been headliners in festivals like Spacefest in Gdansk, 
Fuzz Club Fest in Eindhoven, Paredes de Coura in Portugal, Psych in Bloom 3D Fest 
in Stuttgart or Label Mates Fest in London. 

 



10,000 Russos have once again transcended the boundaries of psychedelia as we 
know it today; their dark, droning noise is twisted, distorted and pushed to its limit. 
‘Distress Distress’ is so ritualistic and industrial it see’s their usual post-punk sound – a 
primal and celestial mix of The Fall, NEU! and Spacemen 3 – pushed within an inch of 
techno territory with its abrasive, metronomic rhythms. 

 

Since their debut self-titled LP,Russos have been touring Europe extensively and 
acquiring a cult-like following at a whiplash rate - their incredible performance at 
Liverpool Psych Fest was widely described as a stand-out set by numerous music 
publications and fuzz fiends-alike. With the entrance of second record‘Distress 
Distress’, the band are showing no sign of slowing down either – redefining 
psychedelia with every hiss of feedback. 

 

10 000 Russos are taking 2019 to record and release a new álbum and to finally deliver 

their sonic krautrock in America (USA and Mexico) 

 

"Dark experimental elements that are supported by a charming groove... 
This trio is about to take Europe's psych scene by storm." The 405 

 

“Far removed from the strawberry fields that are genuinely brought into 

your mind by the term [psych]. Instead, marrying escapist squealing 

guitars with a vision of a bleak, dystopian future” Vapour Trail Blog 

"Porto based ’10 000 Russos’ create a twisted, droning, psychedelically 

charged & industrially dark vision of social dystopia through their music 

that is very hard to shake off. Their collective sound envelopes and 

encroaches the inner psyche, it never panders to it’s contemporaries and 

it leaves an enduring mark on every single listener that it touches making 

them one of the most exciting bands to have ever graced this modern 

day psych scene." Primal Music 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0A-S8Ca-tdQ - SINGLE "TUTILITARIAN" FROM 

THE LP "DISTRESS DISTRESS"  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QKqkf55b6CM - "USVSUS" LIVE AT 

CROMELEQUE DOS ALMENDRES  

 

contacts 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0A-S8Ca-tdQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QKqkf55b6CM


booking : flocdeneubooking@gmail.com 

band : dezmilrussos@gmail.com // facebook: facebook.com/10000Russos 
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